


HALE TOWN

When we think of Green we think of holistic health, 

one that stretches from our minds, through our bodies, 

and straight to our souls. 



Taking the medical scene to a whole new fresh place…

Hale Town is more than a medical, laboratory and scanning facility. It is a new holistic green concept in the 

specialties of health and wellness. 

It’s your ideal wellness hub, it is the place where you can enjoy a soul enriching yoga class in the morning 

or relax with a healing massage in the spa, followed by a healthy organic breakfast. 

Because your wellbeing is our priority, we bring you homeopathy to stimulate the healing powers of your 

own body. 



Hale Town is perfectly located in the heart of Palm Hills October, 

Surrounded by vast greenery and fresh air, breathing life into our green 

living concept.



EXTERIOR
Hale Town provides an unrivaled atmosphere when it 

comes to looking out for you. Come and find the many 

ways to a fuller being within a smoke-free, green-

inspired environment that offers you ample room to 

breathe and be your truest self. 



First and foremost, Hale Town is a 

leading medical facility with a 

fully equipped clinic and medical 

personnel.

It also has advanced testing and 

scanning facilities, as well as a 

pharmacy to ensure all your care 

is under one roof.

MEDICAL



WELCOME AREA

Our welcome area is the place where you will be 

greeted, guided and made to feel comfortable and 

understood by our warm, professional staff.

Hale Town welcomes you with open arms..



CLINICS

Chiropractors, Dentists, Ophthalmologists, 

Dermatologists and Psychiatrists practices will be 

available along with homeopathic services, to 

ensure you are totally covered!





RETAIL

Hale Town will let you shop, but never let you drop!

Hand-selected brands and vendors that promote a 

better way of being will have their goods and wares 

ready for your taking.
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